This paper proposes a distributed adaptive control approach based on consensus theory so that a multi-agent formation can still complete the task despite the local fault of the leader for the multi-agent formation system. The controlled object consists of four agents that form a triangle formation system, where one agent acts as the vertex of the triangle, and the remaining agents act as followers in a line. In addition, the speed of the leader is the forward direction of the formation, and the followers are behind the leader. Based on graph theory, the distributed adaptive updating of the agents' local information parameters are conducted, and the distributed adaptive control law is used to supplement the influence of the leader's fault in the multi-agent formation. According to the local information of adjacent agents, an overall distributed adaptive fault-tolerant control law is designed, and the stability of the designed controller is proved by constructing the Lyapunov function. Meanwhile, the relative distance error between the horizontal direction and longitudinal direction of the leader-follower converge to zero. The simulation results show that the proposed adaptive control approach has good robustness, which provides a theoretical basis for engineering practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, multi-agent formations have integrated many advantages of single agents and have a wide range of application value, especially in the military field. Meanwhile, the key technologies of multi-agent formation have been considered and studied by many scholars in the cases of multi-constrained collaborative control, obstacle avoidance, information fusion and fault-tolerant consistency. Among these cases, fault-tolerant control research plays an important role in the process of solving practical problems, and it is also a widely researched topic. Consistency theory has a typical aggregation behaviour in the network of autonomous agents, which has gradually become a popular issue in the research [1] - [3] . Consistency theory has a wide range of applications in UAV cooperation formation flight, network communication, robot formation, underwater UAV formation, etc. The internal interaction system comprises discrete and constantly changing components that are widely distributed throughout the network. Therefore, the theory of fault-tolerant consistency has become a method and means The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yonghao Gui .
to solve the key technology. In a typical agent system, a plurality of agents forms a cooperative system in which each agent only shares its local information with its neighbouring agents in a distributed structure to achieve global universal behaviour in a cooperative way. Another physical application is that this system uses a distributed network to perform multiple positioning and provide GPS information that has been obtained in a power monitoring system. Therefore, in [4] , [5] , the author conducted theoretical research on the Vicsek model by using algebraic graph theory and concluded that the sufficient condition for achieving multi-agent consistency is that the network structure should be frequently connected within a limited time. Meanwhile, a consistent structure is proposed to solve the problem of the consistency and synchronization of multi-agents in complex networks. In [6] , [7] , the authors adopted the topology-based agent formation information exchange mechanism to control the formation, and the system can also achieve asymptotically consistent stability. In [8] - [10] , the author proposed a distributed adaptive consistency method to overcome the limitations of the unsynchronization among agents. It is necessary to know the Laplace matrix in graph theory in the design of the consistency controller. Actually, the eigenvalue of the matrix is the overall information of the agent system. In [11] , the author provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for the second-order systems' consistency theory in multiagents, which strongly proves the advantages of the consistency method. In [12] , Li et al. elaborated on the application of multi-agent technology at home and abroad, analysed the key technologies of multi-agent consistency and control and pointed out that it is urgent to solve the problem of faulttolerant consistency. For the research of multi-intelligent systems, when the number of sub-systems is small and the communication is normal, the centralized control method can be applied to solve the multi-agent collaborative formation movement. However, for a multi-agent system, because the single agent in the system has a specific role, in the case where an individual agent gradually ages or fails, it cannot be easily replaced. Moreover, the different agents may have different degrees of ageing or failure, which may result in increased repair costs. Therefore, this paper proposes a distributed and adaptive fault-tolerant control study that mainly solves the following two problems: (1) when a single agent in the system fails or the environment is uncertain, the agent can still complete the task; (2) when a fault occurs in the agent system, the distributed fault-tolerant controller is designed to compensate for the fault error in time so that it can quickly return to the normal working state.
In the past few years, due to the complexity of network systems and the security needs of real-time systems, many scholars have conducted considerable research to solve the failure in network systems and actuators. For example, in [13] , Gao et al., conducted fault estimation research on the delay system. Since then, the fault diagnosis and detection of complex systems have made some progress. In [14] , the author conducts a fault-tolerant control study on an actuator of a generalized nonlinear system. In the same year, the authors of [15] considered that the fault-tolerant control of a single system obeys the effects of actuator nonlinear disturbances. In [16] , the author designed a fault-tolerant control structure for a class of nonlinear systems. In [17] , the authors designed a fault-tolerant control for a class of nonlinear sample data systems. In [18] , the author applied a fault-tolerant control to practical projects to solve the problem when the UAV is performing a high load and the rotor wing fatigue fracture during long-term flight causes the UAV to lose control or even crash and cannot complete the combat mission, which has practical application value. In the same year, Li et al. [19] designed a reverse-fault fault-tolerant control for the failure of an unmanned aerial vehicle in the UAV formation, which effectively solved the fault-tolerant control problem of the UAV formation flight. In [20] , [21] , the authors studied the problem when the four-rotor UAV is prone to failure during the movement and seriously affects the flight quality, and they proposed the fault-tolerant control estimation method for the four-rotor UAV under actuator failure, which provided theoretical support for subsequent studies. In addition, University of Quebec's Ghomma [22] designs a distributed controller based on back-stepping method according to the local relative information to achieve the effective tracking of multi-UAV formation. Moreover, simulation experiments verify the effectiveness of this algorithm. The result mainly adopts a centralized formation control structure, but cannot complete the reconstruction of formation in a limited time. Because this formation system needs to obtain the status information of each UAV, the global communication topology range and the structural information. In addition, the information of the leader cannot be fully acquired by all the followers. In other words, once the leader fails, it will not affect the normal motion of multi-UAV. In the research of the UAV formation fault-tolerant control, the existing methods theoretically solve the fault signal diagnosis and compensate the fault signal to make the multi-UAV formation quickly reconstruction, such as sliding mode control [23] , fuzzy control [24] , neural network [25] , PID control [26] , distributed adaptive fault-tolerant control [27] and so on. However, these methods have a longer response time and poor transient performance. In [28] , the author proposed a low-complexity distributed fault-tolerant control method to solve the multi-agent consistent tracking of motion target under uncertain external factors. This paper adopts nonlinear pure feedback method, which can realize adaptive fault-tolerant compensation. The simulation results show that this method has good robustness. However, the author did not consider the system input saturation factor, this method is not conductive to engineering practice. In [29] , an output feedback control method with uncertain model is proposed to solve the problem of distributed formation containment of multiple Euler systems. However, the result did not consider the constraints of obstacle avoidance and the communication delays.Therefore, the development of a faulttolerant control has been particularly rapid and is mainly used to solve a large number of practical problems.
Recently, adaptive control has been applied to a wide range of research fields and has been well evaluated. For example, Xia et al. [30] designed an adaptive step-by-step de-soldering controller for a random jump system with model uncertainty and disturbance matching, which solved the problem of model uncertainty. In [31] , the author applied adaptive control technology to design fault-tolerant tracking control for the study of attitude dynamics of near-space vehicles based on the Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy model. In [32] , the authors proposed output feedback tracking control for the study of non-holonomic mobile robots based on adaptive techniques. In [33] , the author designed an adaptive synovial control law for the random Markov jump system to solve system instability. Although some effective fault-tolerant controls have been developed in the existing research, there are still some issues to be considered in the study of multi-agent systems. Generally, multi-agent systems have been applied in ecosystems, sensor networks, and robot formations. However, complex environmental conditions can cause malfunctions with an increase in temperature, equipment age and inevitable energy loss. For example, in a well-known application of a power system, because the system failure will lead to the difficulty of monitoring and voltage instability, the failure of individual triggers in the power-triggered network can cause the entire grid system to collapse [34] . Therefore, it is necessary to conduct in-depth research on multi-agent fault-tolerant and then design a new adaptive consistency protocol.
To address the fault-tolerant of multi-agent formation, this paper proposes a distributed adaptive control approach based on consensus theory, which is used to rapidly recover a normal motion state and reach a steady multi-agent state. The main contributions of this study, relative to other works, are as follows.
1) A distributed adaptive control law is designed to compensate for the impact of faults and uncertainties on the consistency of multi-agent systems. Compared with the literature [35] , the adaptive fault-tolerant consensus control method adopted in this paper can better solve the real-time control under offline conditions, timely offset the disturbance of the signal, and compensate the disturbance of the formation system after the leader fails, which can rapidly achieve steady-state. 2) The proposed adaptive fault-tolerant protocol can ensure that a multi-agent system can restore the normal working characteristics in time. The so-called the normal working characteristics means that the multiple agents have same the heading angle and velocity in process of motion. In addition, the relative distance of between any two agents is constant, and the communication of between them is normal. In other words, the multi-agent may act as a rigid body motion normally in a plane. 3) The effectiveness and stability of the designed faulttolerant control method are verified by a large number of simulation experiments and different methods. This paper is organized as follows. Section II states the communication model between any two agents and provides the background knowledge for the model of a multi-agent system. Section III presents the main body of the study that designs a distributed adaptive control law based on consensus theory and analyses the stability of a designed controller by constructing the reasonable Lyapunov function. Section IV analyzes the stability of the designed controller. In Section V, the main solution to the fault-tolerant problem for multiagents is presented. In addition, the effectiveness and stability motion are verified by simulation experiments. The conclusions and future works are presented in Section VI.
II. PREREQUISITE KNOWLEDGE A. GRAPH THEORY
A weighted undirected graph G = (V , ε, A) consists of a set of non-empty vertices V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N }, an edge set ε = e ij = v i , v j , and a weighted adjacency matrix A = a ij N ×N . Here, a ij is a non-negative element. Adjacent elements a ij > 0, which are edges between nodes v i and v j , and a ij = 0 if and only if there are no edges between nodes v i and v j . The neighbouring edge of the node v i is referred to by [36] for any node v i and v j .
The Laplacian matrix is defined by the following formula:
Its property ensures the sum of the zero rows.
B. RELATIVE LEMMA Lemma 1 [3] : Laplacian matrix L is an undirected positive half-definite graph G. It has a unit zero eigenvalue, and all eigenvalues are positive if and only if graph G is connected. In addition, the feature vector is approximately the collar feature value of 1 N . Let 0 = λ 1 ≤ λ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ λ N eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix L. As shown in Figure 1 , each agent in a multi-agent formation is a node, and the communication mode between them is represented by arrows, which together form a network topology diagram of a four-agent formation.
Lemma 2: For any suitable sized matrix of A, B, C, and D, the Kronecker product satisfies the following rules:
where A and B are the corresponding matrices in Eq. (5).
C. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
From the fault to the reconstruction forming until the formation keeping phase, the multi-agent formation goes through the leader's fault phase, the fault-tolerant control phase and the formation keeping phase. It is shown in Figure. 1. 1) The leader in formation carries the wireless communication equipment and acts as an airborne warning and control system (AWACS) to communicate with the followers, and followers follow the leader's motion. Meanwhile, the leader has failed, and the agent formation is in a state of disorder. During this process, the agent formation is in the leader's fault phase. 2) Fault-tolerant control phase: the agent 4 quickly replaces the position of the faulted leader as a new leader in the multi-agent formation. Each agent in formation adjusts its relative position, heading angle and speed under the role of the adaptive fault-tolerant algorithm so that the relative distance error between the adjacent agents tends to zero and maintains a steady state in both directions in a plane. In this process, the multi-agent formation is in the forming adjustment phase. 3) After the multi-agent formation forming is adjusted to a regular triangle formation, the relative distance between any two agents remains unchanged. Meanwhile, the multi-agent formation motion is stable. In this process, the multi-agent formation keeps steady-state.
III. MAIN CONCLUSION
In this paper, the multi-agent formation consists of N (N = 4) agents, in which one agent acts as the leader, and the remaining agents act as the follower. In the multi-agent formation, the leader is in front, and then the follower is behind. Meanwhile, the speed direction of the leader is used to as the forward direction of the multi-agent formation. During the motion of the multi-agent formation, the relative distance between any two agents is constant regardless of the formation forming before the local fault of the leader or the reconstruction forming after the local fault of leader, which can ensure the consistent fault-tolerant control of the multi-agent formation. To ensure the stability of multi-agent formation motion, the construction of multi-agent formation model is very important. The schematic diagram of multi-agent motion is shown in Figure 2 :
A. MULTI-AGENT MODEL In this paper, a set of N (N = 4) linear dynamic agents with the same definition is considered. The dynamic equation for the kth agent is as follows:
where x k ∈ R n are state variables, u F k ∈ R m are input quantities, and A and B are constant matrices. g (t, x k (t)) is a nonlinear function that represents the uncertainty model of the kth agent. To solve the problem of fault-tolerant consistency, a fault model is first established. In this paper, consider the failure of the actuator [30] . The form of the consistency agreement is as follows:
where θ k is the fault factor of the unknown actuator, which represents the fault of the kth agent. Remark 1: The basis of the designed control protocol in this paper is mainly the fault of the actuator, in which θ k is the fault factor of the agent, and its size reflects the degree of fault. The degree of each agent fault is within two bounded values, that is,θ k ≥ |θ k | ≥ θ k , it can be directly measured by the sensor, which can collect the data for the simulation experiment of the section 5. This protocol can improve the convergence speed with finite time and is closer to practical application than the existing control algorithms.
For inequality (7) arbitrary u ∈ R and ε > 0,
where δ is a constant that satisfies δ = e −(δ+1) (δ = 0.2785).
In addition, for the Riccati equation, the P matrix is determined to be positive, as shown in equation (8):
where in the above formula (8), P is positive definite and (A,B) is stable. I n represents the n-order identity matrix. 1 N ∈ R N means that all column vectors are 1. Meanwhile, let PB = Q.
To obtain the uncertainty model of the agent, the following assumptions are given. VOLUME 7, 2019 Assumption 1. The uncertainty of the kth agent:
T satisfies formula (9):
Assumption 2. For the existence θ k of two normal quantitiesθ k and θ k for each agent K , the following conditions are satisfied:
In the agent formation, the communication between any two agents is unobstructed, and the information interaction is two-way.
B. FAULT TOLERANT CONTROLLER DESIGN
For system (5) , once the leader fails, designing a distributed adaptive fault-tolerant controller can effectively complete the pre-set task. Its control law is as shown in equation (10):
where
where ρ l B ∈ R n represents the l column of the Riccati equation Q (PB = Q) matrix. u ak is used to compensate for the influence of an unknown uncertain disturbance g (t, x k (t)) proposed in system (5) on the kth agent. In addition, in the adaptive parameters of the design, ω k ,α k ,β k andθ k are as shown below.
Remark 2: The above formula (11) represents the fault compensation control law u ak of the agent. When the agent fails, the unknown disturbance term g (t, x k (t)) of the model is a nonlinear function, and then the unknown disturbance term needs to be eliminated or reduced so that the formation system can quickly reach a steady-state. Assumption that the unknown disturbance term of the model is C, the fault compensation is D. If C + D = 0, then the designed control protocol can reduce or eliminate this unknown disturbance.
The coupling-uniform protocol gain an update rate ω k for the kth agent is as follows.
where k ωk and τ ωk are constant values.
Remark 3:
The coupling gain ω k of the unknown disturbance and compensation of the kth agent is represented in the control protocol. When the kth agent fails, the distance sensor measures the relative distance between the neighboring agents to perform real-time multi-agent formation control. α k ,β k represent two parameters of the model unknown disturbance term. In the actual fault, the degree of fault is bounded, that is, g (t, x k (t)) ≤ α k + β k x k (t) . In this paper, the disturbance term of the model can be limited to a certain range by adjusting the size of α k ,β k , making the system controllable.
The parameters in equations (11) and (12) are determined by the following adaptive laws:
wherê
where the Pr oj { * } projection operator is represented, the parameterθ k is in the interval (θ k ,θ k ), parameter τ θk is a normal number, and formula (13)θ k is used to compensate for the unknown fault of the kth agent in formula (6) . Here, in this paper, the function is used to compensate for the discontinuity effect in the consistency controller design of formulas (11) and (13) .
For the kth of formulas (11) to (13) , the adaptive update parameters can be raised as follows: (16) where k αk , k βk and τ βk are constant values. The purpose of parametersα k andβ k is to adaptively adjust the additional protocol used in equation (11) to compensate for the unknown uncertain disturbances g (t, x k (t)) proposed by equation (5). These adaptive parameters are used to offset or compensate the disturbance caused by the unknown disturbance term of the model, the specific steps are as follows:
1) Each agent perceives and measures the relative position, heading angel and speed of the adjacent agent through the corresponding sensors. 2) By updating the parameter ω k of the formula (12) and adjusting the parameters α k ,β k , the disturbance caused by the model is within a certain range.
3) The trigger makes these parameters compensate the nonlinear term of the model to realize the compensation control of faults and disturbances, and further achieve the purpose of multi-agent formation consensus.
In addition, the functions φ l Bk (t) in equations (14) and (15) are defined as follows:
Here, the above function has two properties:
This property is used for the update rates of equations (14) and (15) and provides theoretical support for the design of adaptive fault-tolerant controllers in Eq. (10). In the multiagent, after the leader fails, the compensation is quickly realized and reaches an s steady state. The specific steps are as follows:
1) Each agent's sensor is used to sense and search for neighbouring information.
2) The parameters in each agent are usually updated, and these parameters are monitored and adjusted according to the update rate in (14)- (16) . 3) Triggers can use these parameters to compensate for each agent controlled in (10) , which ultimately enables all agents to achieve consistency.
Define the following helper functions and matrices as follows:
Thex(t) = 1/N N k=1 x k (t) is the average state of all agents, which represents the state vector of the average state of the multi-agent system (5) . Here, 
where = diag (θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ N ),
Theorem: Assumption that graph G is connected and assumptions 1 and 2 are true; meanwhile, the distributed adaptive protocols are designed as in equation (10) . Then, the consistency error and the adaptive parametersα k ,β k ,ω k , θ k , and k = 1, 2, . . . , N are non-normal sets and converge exponentially. Hence, we obtain the Eq. (25), as shown in the following:
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IV. STABILITY ANALYSIS
In this section, the Laplace function is introduced according to the Eq. (25), as shown in Eq. (26):
The time of equation (26) is derived as shown in equation (27):
In the formula (27),
According to the sum of equation (16) and assumption 1, the following formula is followed:
From equations (11) to (29) , we know that (30) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
Whenα k +β k µ k (t, x k ) ≥ 0, formula (31) can be obtained as shown at the top of this page.
The inequality in equation (31) is derived from the property of equation (3), which actually adopts
instead of parameter u.
Whenα k +β k µ k (t, x k ) < 0, we can obtain the following inequality (32) and (33) , as shown at the bottom of this page.
According to inequalities (31) to (33) , the following can be obtained (34) , as shown at the top of the next page When considering equation (27), e T (t)(L (t)L ⊗
(ω k (t)+ω k )ω k τ ωk combined with the update rate proposed by equation (12), the following formula can be
obtained: 
By combining inequalities (30) and (34) and substituting the update rate in equation (14), the following can be obtained:
Furthermore, we can obtain
Parametersα k andβ k , can be replaced with parametersα k andβ k , respectively, namely,α k =α k andβ k =β k .
Substituting them into the update rates N k=1α kαk τ αk and N k=1β kβk τ βk in equations (14) and (15) gives the following formula:
By choosing a sufficiently large ω satisfaction 2ωλ i ≥ 1, i = 2, 3, . . . , N and according to equation (8), the following can be obtained:
Let ς = 1/λ max (P), and select k αk = ς , k βk = ς , which can further obtaiṅ
As seen from equation (40), when the leader of the multiagent fails, the designed controller can compensate for the error influence in time and can restore the steady state.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this paper, the multi-agent formation consists of four agents with the same characteristics. To verify the effectiveness and stability of the multi-agent formation movement in the case of the leader's fault in the distributed adaptive fault-tolerant method, this paper performs a simulation based on the system model (5) . For the proposed method, the leader and follower move in a plane at a constant speed. According to Figure 2 , this paper considers the multi-agent system with four nodes, and the system matrix of model (5) is positive definite.
According to graph theory, the Laplacian matrix L of a multiple agent system can be obtained, as shown in equation (41): Consider the failure of a multi-agent system, which is expressed in the following form:
where α li is the failure coefficient of the leader, α li = (α l1 , α l2 , α l3 , α l4 ) = 0.2140 0 0 0 , and β fi is the failure coefficient of the follower. Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the multi-intelligent formation comprised of four agents in the plane motion. With the change of time, the multi-agent formation movement trajectory shows that agent 1 (the leader) and agent 3 rapidly decline, agent 2 and agent 4 slowly rise, and the four agents tend to be stable. Four agents with the same characteristics start at different speeds at different starting points, with agents 1 and 3 in front and agents 2 and 4 chasing them. At 0.9 s, the leader has failed. At this point, the distributed adaptive algorithm has started to increase its speed, and the distance between them is also increased to maintain a safe distance. At 2.5 s, the multi-agent formation follower converges on the leader's trajectory, then maintains relative position and speed consistency and moves according to the established formation. Figure 4 shows the multi-agent longitudinal distance error curve. As seen from the figure, the multi-agent assembles the formation from different starting points, fine-tunes the formation, and then maintains the pre-set formation motion. In this process, the longitudinal distance error curve of the multiagent formation system shows that agents 2 and 3 slowly descend, agents 1 and 4 slowly rise, and then they tend to be in a stable state. Before 10 s, agents 2 and 3 are in front, while agents 1 and 4 are behind, and agents 2 and 3 are chased; to quickly assemble, agents 2 and 4 are accelerated so that they are the error of the desired position that is gradually reduced to a steady state. After 10 s, the multi-agent formation system maintains the consistency of speed and relative position according to the established formation. Figure 5 shows the multi-agent lateral distance error curve. At the beginning, agents 1 and 3 and agents 2 and 4 are at the same position, the relative position between the two positions is 3 m, and they start moving at different speeds. As seen from the figure, their lateral distance error curves show a rapid decline of agents 1 and 3, and agents 2 and 4 rise slowly; after a small oscillation, these curves tend to a steady state. At 1 s, the lateral distance error of agents 1 and 3 has been minimized, at which time agents 2 and 4 tend to be zero, which is due to the failure of an agent between agents 1 and 3 and adaptive fault-tolerant. The algorithm starts immediately, and after 1 s, the curve slowly rises and quickly stabilizes. After 3 s, the four-agent lateral distance errors converge to zero and maintain a pre-set formation motion.
B. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
To verify the robustness of the proposed adaptive control method, this section uses the same parameters for the simulation research. As the multi-agent formation moves in the plane, this section compares and analyses the tracking distance errors of the followers of the designed distributed adaptive fault compensation of the leader in the horizontal and vertical directions for the distributed adaptive fault-tolerant method designed, as shown in Figures 6 to 8 . According to equation (29) , the actual trajectory and the trajectory under the action of the guiding potential field are coincidental, which indicates that r p (0) = r (0) and θ p (0) = θ (0). Therefore, at the initial moment, the heading angle converges to the angle that corresponds to the Lagrangian vector field, at which point the error signal is zero. Figure 6 shows the longitudinal tracking error of the agent. As seen from the figure, the agent curve exhibits a rapid decline first and then slowly rises to a steady state. The four agents are in the longitudinal (forward direction) starting position of agents 1 and 3 and move at different initial speeds. Before 1 s, the curves show a rapid downward trend, because their initial position and speed are not equal. During the assembly process, the longitudinal distance between them gradually decreases, and the speed of agent 4 decreases the most. From 1 s-3.5 s, the curve rises slowly, which is due to the fine adjustment of the agent before it reaches the pre-set formation, and the follower almost converges with the leader's flight path. After 6 s, the relative position and speed between the multi-agents are consistent while ensuring obstacle avoidance. Figure 7 shows the yaw angle command curve for the ''leader-follower'' formation system. It can be seen from the figure that with the change of time, the yaw angle curve of the formation system first rises rapidly and then oscillates to a stable state. In the process of a multi-agent formation movement, to compensate or eliminate the impact of the fault, the proposed distributed adaptive fault-tolerant control algorithm can ensure normal formation movement in case of failure. Before 3 s, the leader is in the front, the follower is behind, and the follower tracks the leader. The speed direction points to the leader, and the yaw angle increases. The yaw angle of agent 1 reaches 1.4 deg/s, and the pre-set formation is about to be reached. At this time, the yaw angle needs to be reduced to prevent collision. At 4 s-10s, the four agents are in the stage of reaching the pre-set formation micro-adjustment stage. At this time, the leader decreases and maintains a constant value, and the remaining followers fine-tune their angle to maintain the pre-set formation movement. After 12 s, the four agents are in a steady state. Figure 8 shows a multi-agent yaw angle rate curve. As time goes by, the curve shows a rapid rise and then tends to a stable state. The relative distance is between the reduction of the agent formation system before assembling the pre-set formation. The micro-adjustment is achieved soon after the pre-set formation is reached, and then the movement of the speed and relative position is consistently maintained. It can be seen from the figure that the yaw rate changes from agents 1-4 are 0.43 deg/s, 0.11 deg/s, 0 deg/s, and 0.10 deg/s, respectively, and the steady-state time is 5 s, 4.2 s, 4.21 s and 2.5 s, respectively. Easily achieved, at 1 s, agent 1 is faulty as the leader. At this time, the fault-tolerant control algorithm is designed to start so that it can adjust the normal motion state in 2 s and maintain the consistent cooperative formation movement after 6 s.
From the above analysis, it is known that when the leader in the multi-agent formation system fails, the distributed adaptive fault-tolerant control method proposed can compensate for the loss caused by the fault and can keep the system running normally. Moreover, the method has fast dynamic response and good tracking error.
C. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
To further verify the relative distance error and tracking distance error of agents, this paper uses the model prediction method (MPC), Laplace method and the proposed method to perform the simulation under the same initial conditions. The simulation results are shown in Figures. 9 to 10: Figure 9 shows the relative distance error curve of the leader-follower agent formation system. It can be seen from the figure that as time changes, the relative distance error curve between multi-agents first exhibits a rapid rise, and then oscillates slightly until it reaches a steady state. All three methods can make the relative distance error between any two agents converges to constant value 1, but they require different time. The MPC method requires the longest time, and the amplitude peak is also the largest. The Laplace method requires smaller time, and the convergence time is also smaller. The proposed method requires less time and minimizes the relative distance error between any two agents, the amplitude peak is the smallest. In addition, the convergence time is the smallest, and the propose method is an ideal fault-tolerant control method in the local fault of the leader for the multi-agent formation system. Figure 10 shows the convergence curve of the lateral tracking error of the formation of the agent. It can be seen from the figure that in the process of multi-intelligent formation, the lateral tracking distance error presents a slow rise first and then a steady state. Similarly, the three methods can make the horizontal tracking error between any one agent and leader converges to constant value 1. However, three methods require different time. The Laplace method requires the largest time, and the convergence time is also the longest. Moreover, the horizontal tracking error between any one agent and leader is the largest. The MPC method requires less time, and the convergence time is smaller. In this paper, the proposed method requires the smallest time, the tracking error between any one agent and leader is also the smallest. In other words, the proposed method has fast dynamic response, small steady-state error and good transient performance. Hence, the proposed method is beneficial to control for the ground station personnel.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Based on consistency theory, this paper proposes a distributed adaptive fault-tolerant control method, which is proved by the Lyapunov stability theory, and the convergence and robustness of the method are verified by simulation experiments. Under the model of ''leader-follower'', the multi-agent formation system can not only restore the normal function of the system quickly but also ensure that the agents move according to the pre-set formation. However, this paper studies only the fault-tolerant control from different starting points at different speeds to assemble the pre-set formation. Each agent is regarded as the particle processing, and the accuracy of the ranging sensor is not considered. This will be the next research step. This work focuses on research and further tests the scaled model to verify the controllability and effectiveness of the control algorithm.
